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Most helpful customer reviews 5 of 5 people found the following review helpful. Epic ground breaking study By H. Williams It has been over 30 years since this book was published and it has to be said that this is the definitive book on Hitler's intelligence services but that it also provides lessons for all intelligence services.As such,I think that this book is not only a good read for historians,spy and military buffs but also for politicians ,military leaders and spy chiefs on the role,limitations and strengths of intelligence services during war.The author shows how Hitler's mentality sabotaged the work of the Intelligence services.In other words,this book is a guide on what not to do in the management of a spy service. Mr KAhn does a good job in detailing the successes of Hitler's apparat.Here we learn that there was a codebreaking service (b-dienst),that actually broke british codes for some time,that there was a similar code breaking operation against an American that helped Rommel in his North Africa .We are also given various examples of the skill of the Nazi intelligence services:its communication intelligence departments performed a great job especially on the eastern front;it had excellent analysts (especially the military economists) and it possessed excellent interragtors and tactical intelligence patrols.They even ran a spy in the British embassy in Istanbul. As impressive as these successes were ,they were overshadowed by the list of failures.The nazis were duped by the British XX committee in the Western Front and by a Soviet agent on the Eastern front.The book details how this agent Max fed the Nazis information about a conference where Stalin discussed plans for the winter of 1942 leaving out crucial details such as the planned Stalingrad offensive.This contributed to the disaster that unfolded for the sixth army in a similar manner that the british fooled the nazis into thinking that the Normandy operation was a feint that accidentally turned into a success.We also learn of the 3 major nazi mistakes in intelligence:the failure to estimate Soviet strength correctly,the failure to guess where the North Africa landings would take place and the failure to guess the true intention of the Normandy landing. Kahn lists 5 reasons for the Nazi failure :arrogance,authoritarianism ,aggression ,anti-semitism and the struggle between the spooks and the military staffs.Whilst I agree with these statements I find that he should have expanded the first two to state politically correct thinking and rivalry amongst different agencies.My reasoning ?If you look at a lot of the Intelligence failures over the years:the failure by Stalin to accept that Hitler was going to invade the USSR in spite of massive evidence to the contrary,the failure by the israelis to see the Yom kippur war coming ,the 9-11 failure ,the failures in the iraq war,you will see that a lot of the failure resulted from the fact that leaders failed to see reality because of their thinking which was mostly based on some idiotic ideology and that rivalries and duplication of effort also played a role.This should be a lesson for all politicians .Leave intelligence gathering and analysis in the hands of professional spooks and trust their judgements rather than influence them 2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Probably the only definitive coverage of German intelligence in WWII By Richard T. Leitner Don't make the mistake of thinking that this book is full of exciting spy stories. There are a couple of anecdotes about the various spies that the Nazi's sent into enemy territory, but the book actually is an exhaustive documention of the entire Nazi intelligence apparatus during WWII. I know of no other source that so painstakingly details the hierarchy, personalities, structure and successes and failures of that apparatus. Flicke's "War Secrets in the Ether" is the only other book that I know that even attempts to document the Nazi successes or failures in the intelligence field, but it falls far short of Kahn's detailed work. Especially interesting is the contrast that Kahn makes with Allied intelligence, and how rivalries and jealousies essentially paralyzed the Germans, but only hindered the Allies, who grudgingly came to accept the necessity of interservice cooperation. The book can be dry in some areas, but that's the price you pay for such a thorough treatment.
2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Historical Value of "Hitler's Spies" By randy crawford When the generals and admirals of World War II were starting to die off, a PhD candidate thought to interview the surviving specimens before their wisdom and experience went completely to the grave. His thesis material was so riveting that his professors recommended he render the topic into a popularly-oriented book format. Voila! This book. It shows reality is more fascinating and unbelievable than anything Hollywood can dream up.
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